(19) Restrictions, if any, on the number of moves by a participant family (see §982.314(c)); and
(20) Restrictions, if any, on the number of moves by a participant family (see §982.314(c));
(21) Approval by the Board of Commissioners or other authorized officials to charge the administrative fee reserve;
(22) Procedural guidelines and performance standards for conducting required HQS inspections; and
(23) PHA screening of applicants for family behavior or suitability for tenancy.

(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control number 2577–0169)

Subpart C—Funding and PHA Application for Funding

Source: 60 FR 34695, July 3, 1995, unless otherwise noted.

§982.101 Allocation of funding.
(a) Allocation of funding. HUD allocates available budget authority for the tenant-based assistance program to HUD field offices.
(b) Section 213(d) allocation. (1) Section 213(d) of the HCD Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 1439) establishes requirements for allocation of assisted housing budget authority. Some budget authority is exempt by law from allocation under section 213(d). Unless exempted by law, budget authority for the tenant-based programs must be allocated in accordance with section 213(d).

(2) Budget authority subject to allocation under section 213(d) is allocated in accordance with 24 CFR part 791, subpart D. There are three categories of section 213(d) funding allocations under part 791 of this title:
(i) funding retained in a headquarters reserve for purposes specified by law;
(ii) funding incapable of geographic formula allocation (e.g., for renewal of expiring funding increments); or
(iii) funding allocated by an objective fair share formula. Funding allocated by fair share formula is distributed by a competitive process.
(c) Competitive process. For budget authority that is distributed by competitive process, the Department solicits applications from HAs by publishing one or more notices of funding availability (NOFA) in the Federal Register. See 24 CFR part 12, subpart B; and 24 CFR 791.406. The NOFA explains how to apply for assistance, and specifies the criteria for awarding the assistance. The NOFA may identify any special program requirements for use of the funding.

[60 FR 34695, July 3, 1995, as amended at 64 FR 26642, May 14, 1999]

§982.102 Allocation of budget authority for renewal of expiring consolidated ACC funding increments.
(a) Applicability. This section applies to the renewal of consolidated ACC funding increments in the program (as described in §982.151(a)(2)) that expire after December 31, 1999 (including any assistance that the PHA has attached to units for project-based assistance under part 983 of this title). This section implements section 8(dd) of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. 1437f(dd)).
(b) Renewal Methodology. HUD will use the following methodology to determine the amount of budget authority to be allocated to a PHA for the renewal of expiring consolidated ACC funding increments in the program, subject to the availability of appropriated funds. If the amount of appropriated funds is not sufficient to provide the full amount of renewal funding for PHAs, as calculated in accordance with this section, HUD may establish a procedure to adjust allocations for the shortfall in funding.
(c) Determining the amount of budget authority allocated for renewal of an expiring funding increment. Subject to availability of appropriated funds, as determined by HUD, the amount of budget authority allocated by HUD to a PHA for renewal of each program funding increment that expires during a calendar year will be equal to:
(i) Number of renewal units. The number of renewal units assigned to the funding increment (as determined by HUD pursuant to paragraph (d) of this section); multiplied by
(2) Adjusted annual per unit cost. The adjusted annual per unit cost (as determined by HUD pursuant to paragraph (e) of this section).

(d) Determining the number of renewal units—(1) Number of renewal units. HUD will determine the total number of renewal units for a PHA’s program as of the last day of the calendar year previous to the calendar year for which renewal funding is calculated. The number of renewal units for a PHA’s program will be determined as follows:

(i) Step 1: Establishing the initial baseline. HUD will establish a baseline number of units (“baseline”) for each PHA program. The initial baseline equals the number of units reserved by HUD for the PHA program as of December 31, 1999.

(ii) Step 2: Establishing the adjusted baseline. The adjusted baseline equals the initial baseline with the following adjustments from the initial baseline as of the last day of the calendar year previous to the calendar year for which renewal funding is calculated:

(A) Additional units. HUD will add to the initial baseline any additional units reserved for the PHA after December 31, 1999.

(B) Units removed. HUD will subtract from the initial baseline any units de- reserved by HUD from the PHA program after December 31, 1999.

(iii) Step 3: Determining the number of renewal units. The number of renewal units equals the adjusted baseline minus the number of units supported by contract funding increments that expire after the end of the calendar year.

(2) Funding increments. HUD will assign all units reserved for a PHA program to one or more funding increment(s).

(3) Correction of errors. HUD may adjust the number of renewal units to correct errors.

(e) Determining the adjusted per unit cost. HUD will determine the PHA’s adjusted per unit cost when HUD processes the allocation of renewal funding for an expiring contract funding increment. The adjusted per unit cost calculated will be determined as follows:

(1) Step 1: Determining monthly program expenditure—(i) Use of most recent HUD-approved year end statement. HUD will determine the PHA’s monthly per unit program expenditure for the PHA certificate and voucher programs (including project-based assistance under such programs) under the consolidated ACC with HUD using data from the PHA’s most recent HUD-approved year end statement.

(ii) Monthly program expenditure. The monthly program expenditure equals:

(A) Total program expenditure. The PHA’s total program expenditure (the total of housing assistance payments and administrative costs) for the PHA fiscal year covered by the approved year end statement; divided by

(B) Total unit months leased. The total of unit months leased for the PHA fiscal year covered by the approved year end statement.

(2) Step 2: Determining annual per unit cost. HUD will determine the PHA’s annual per unit cost. The annual per unit cost equals the monthly program expenditures (as determined under paragraph (e)(1)(ii) of this section) multiplied by 12.

(3) Step 3: Determining adjusted annual per unit cost. (i) HUD will determine the PHA’s adjusted annual per unit cost. The adjusted annual per unit cost equals the annual per unit cost (as determined under paragraph (e)(2) of this section) multiplied cumulatively by the applicable published Section 8 housing assistance payments program annual adjustment factors in effect during the period from the end of the PHA fiscal year covered by the approved year end statement to the time when HUD processes the allocation of renewal funding.

(ii) Use of annual adjustment factor applicable to PHA jurisdiction. For this purpose, HUD will use the annual adjustment factor from the notice published annually in the Federal Register pursuant to part 888 that is applicable to the jurisdiction of the PHA. For a PHA whose jurisdiction spans multiple annual adjustment factor areas, HUD will use the highest applicable annual adjustment factor.

(iii) Use of annual adjustment factors in effect subsequent to most recent Year End Statement. HUD will use the Annual Adjustment Factors in effect during the time period subsequent to the time covered by the most recent HUD
§ 982.103 PHA application for funding.

(a) a PHA must submit an application for program funding to HUD at the time and place and in the form required by HUD.